An immersive and
frictionless shopping
experience –
The Smart Store Guide

Have you ever expected a quick trip
to the store and ended up spending
way more time surveying all the aisles
to ﬁnd that speciﬁc ingredient?

With the Smart Store Guide, you no longer have to dread
trips to the store to ﬁnd everything on your shopping list.

Add 1 pound of
tomatoes to my
shopping list

Voice assistant

Just ask the Smart Store Guide through your mobile
phone to ﬁnd item location, the quickest way to get to
it, and additional details like product discounts and
recommendations.

Welcome to our store.
Here’s your shopping list.
Swipe right to discover
some special discounts
just for you!

Customer tracking & personalized
oﬀers via AI computer vision

Smart Store Guide is powered by the latest
technologies from Intel and artiﬁcial intelligence
from Google Cloud, mapping out products in store
via surveillance camera feeds and dynamically
adapting to changes in product locations.

Navigate my
shopping list

Voice assisted mobile experience

The Smart Store Guide uses the Google Cloud Platform
and Google Assistant, as well as Google Action, Google
Function and Google TensorFlow.

Ground sirloin
96% lean, 4% fat
No added hormones, no
antibiotics and gluten free
Country of origin: Columbia
Contains: Does not contain any
of the 8 major allergens

Augmented product via
AI computer vision OR
barcode/QR scanning

We thank you for
shopping with us. Your
card on ﬁle was
debited XX.XX and you
saved XX.XX today.

Automated checkout

Key highlights
App-less voice-based product locator: Use
Google Assistant (or any other smart assistant)
to voice commands. No additional hardware or
software required.
Shopping list: Create and access your shopping list
across multiple iOS and Android devices, e.g. smart
phone, smart speaker. The guide ﬁnds all your items
and delivers the shortest path to pick them up, and
dynamically picks up changes to product locations.
In-store navigation: Visual map directions
add voice for an enhanced experience.
Recipe search: Search for recipes and ingredients;
add directly from webpage to shopping list.
Product information at your command: Query
speciﬁcations, recommendations and discounts. The
guide also promotes cross sell and upsell during the
shopper journey.
Endless aisle: Automatically locate out of stock items
at other stores for convenient pick-up or home delivery.
Optimized performance: Scales seamlessly and
leverages AI at the edge, powered by Intel Xeon
processors, OpenVINO and Deep Reference
Learning Stack (DRLS).
Low capex investment: Uses existing cameras in store.

Extensible framework: Add features like real-time
alerts for misplaced products or low stock volumes.
Unique intuitive VUI: Voice or text auto-enables
customers; no user manual needed.
For retail and beyond: Solves store delays, and is
easily augmented for non-retail uses.

Outcomes:
Enriched shopper experience: Hassle free shopping
with on demand self-help.
Frictionless: Remove manual search bottlenecks
for products in store, and easily ﬁnd an assistant
when needed.
Increased average basket size: With up-sell and
cross-sell recommendations, shoppers are likely
to purchase the item queried and also additional
“paired” items.
Staﬀ availability: The Smart Store Guide handles
the basic queries freeing up store staﬀ to focus on
value added services.

Interested? For more information, visit:

www.capgemini.com/service/the-smart-digital-store/

